
 

 

 GCL Capacita improves its 
clients’ performance through 
job competence development 

 

 

 

 
 
“We want to collaborate with clients in improving 
their companies’ performance”, with these words 
Monica Galleguillos, CEO, explains GCL Capacita 
focus.  That is why its slogan is “job competence 
development” rather than training. 
 
And, as OTEC, she believes that to really contribute 
to the industry, the work must be centred in the 
demand.  It is indispensable to know the industry 
needs.  “In some occasions they must be oriented 
very well for them to know what they need and from 
there elaborate an offer that gets to satisfy these 
requirements that are more strategic than short 
termed”, she adds. 
 
Due to the foregoing, they have centred its target in 
changing the focus in which they approach their 
clients.  Trainings intend to upgrade and guide the 
human resource and project the company.  
Definitely, to acknowledge human resources as a 
company’s strategic strength that must be 
developed to achieve competitiveness, positioning 
and potentiality. 
 
In her opinion, there is a tune, an alignment among 
labour, corporate and state worlds, which has 
derived in a rather powerful initiative, the work 
competences certification law that is going to 
change the training market and it is already doing it.  
With this new law, a bipartite institution composed 
by the industry and the workers, defines the 
occupational profile for each position.  These 
sectorial organisations represent each sector. 
 
One of the key benefits of work competencies is 
that they deliver input to the companies, which for 
GCL Capacita is a consensus work element that 
allows them designing training activities oriented to 
satisfy the industry requirements. 
 
Furthermore, as this occupational profile is made on 
the basis of competences and not to contents, it is 
defined starting on what the worker must be  
 
 

 
 
capable to perform, a set standard in a set context.  
When one designs it can be made much more 
customised for a sector, for an occupational profile 
and company, which provides a bigger wealth 
because it allows approaching much better the 
needs of each company. 
 
The firm’s clients are food industry and its suppliers.  
That is the complete cluster from, for example, a 
packaging company to the sanitary authority.  It 
elaborate courses and train 10 thousand people.  It 
has two training systems, present and e-learning.  
With the latter it has obtained very good results, on 
a methodology that allows virtually controlling that 
the pupils perform the training. 
 
Twelve people work in the firm, almost all of them 
women and, as every OTEC, it uses the consulting 
model because have the expertise to handle all 
subjects would not be viable.  Its great know-how is 
instructional design, the technical and 
methodological part.  She highlights functioning and 
administration of an OTEC are complex and every 
day there are more controls by SENCE.  She 
acknowledges these help to take care of the 
prestige of both the SENCE and the serious 
companies, but they generate an additional cost 
they must take. 
 
GCL Capacita became part of the Eurofins 
Scientific Group, a company specialised in 
laboratory analysis in the alimentation, 
pharmaceutics and environmental areas.  For GCL 
Capacita this is positive, because being under a 
foreign brand allows them competing in a better 
way with international companies.  Currently, the 
meter for OTECs is the SENCE ranking; 
Galleguillos points out they are in place 30

th
 out of 

1,700 OTECs.  It is a rather high position, nut of 
course having the support of an international brand 
allows to globalise positioning and count on 
international support networks. 
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